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Mission & Future Vision
Our mission is to reduce the cost of renting and lower the financial barrier for real estate
investment, and in doing so aid the UK’s homeless population through the power of
property and the flexibility of cryptocurrency.
We envision the complete tokenization of real estate including individual houses, housing
developments and mortgages for the benefit of all. It is our belief that the sector's future
can be a mutually prosperous one where tenants, investors and Kirkstone collaborate to
make a difference to millions.

Our Story
Kirkstone was formed in early 2022 by graduates combining forces with experienced real
estate and cryptocurrency professionals to address major challenges in the real estate
market. Throughout our time as students we had terrible renting experiences and
became frustrated at the cumbersome administration, exorbitant prices and
unscrupulous landlords. The high cost of living compared to our income placed a financial
and emotional strain on us and our families. So we decided to do something about it.

The Issues & The Kirkstone Solutions
Issue 1 - House prices have increased 4.3% on average every year
for the last 10 years. On the face of it this may seem like a positive
thing, however the ~1.5% p.a. increase in minimum wage and cost of
living crisis in the UK indicates a significant disparity between what
people are being charged and what they can reasonably afford. The
housing market is becoming increasingly inaccessible to renters and
first time buyers.
Solution 1 - Kirkstone will utilise increasing house prices to discount renters and restore
balance to a crippling housing market. How will this be achieved? By employing $KIRK as
the transaction medium:
Let us take the Kirkstone Rental Model (KRM) as an example. A house under Kirkstone
management will have a fixed rent priced in stable coins (e.g. $DJED) to be paid monthly.
Either before or when rent is due, a tenant would purchase the stable coin or $KIRK
directly to cover the rent. This would then be paid into a smart contract that would
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execute the rent payment, either by conversion of the stable coin into $KIRK or directly in
$KIRK depending on the tenant's input currency. Summed across the entire property
portfolio it would constitute consistent and substantial buy pressure.
Issue 2 - Deposits have long been a source of irritation for tenants.
The immediate (and often excessive) cost combined with the
difficulty of recouping it in full is frustrating and tips the scales in the
favour of unscrupulous landlords. Even if a tenant manages to collect
their full deposit it is worth less than before due to inflation.
Solution 2 - Kirkstone will provide a secure deposit investment
scheme that enables tenants to profit from their deposit seizing
back control. Options with different risk profiles will be available,
including traditional options such as corporate/government bonds,
index funds and blended funds alongside modern crypto
investments such as liquidity pools; allowing tenants to tailor how
their money works for them.
Issue 3 - Investing in real estate is capital intensive, requiring
planning and professional attention. If you entrust a company to
oversee the administration and maintenance you are met with
exorbitant fees that reduce your profit margins.
Solution 3 - By tokenizing our real estate assets, Kirkstone will lower
the financial barrier for property investment, allowing customers to
harness the power fff
of property without the cumbersome and irrelevant middlemen.
Assets will be split into non-fungible tokens (NFTs) available for purchase and will entitle
the owner to a share of the income stream from that asset. For example, a property
purchased by Kirkstone would be split up into 1000 NFTs, each NFT entitling the owner to
a portion of the value of the property at sale and a share of the rental profit.
Issue 4 - In Q3 of 2021 over 67,000 families were assessed as
statutorily homeless in England, with 96,000 households being in
temporary accommodation. This is unacceptable in a modern
society which has the power to help.
Solution 4 - Kirkstone will reserve 10% of its vesting for the Ashby
Charitable Foundation to make the lives of those in need more
tolerable Additionally, a portion of the Kirkstone's revenue will be
tolerable.
donated to this cause.
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Why Cardano?
In February 2022 the Cardano blockchain experienced an
explosion of activity, trailing only Ethereum and Bitcoin in 24-hour
transactional volume while maintaining a significantly lower
transaction fee. This was managed with ease thanks to the
considered and peer-reviewed development process within IOHK,
ensuring the scalability and security are implemented robustly.
Furthermore, the recent inclusion of DeFi and launchpad projects
will allow Kirkstone to raise the necessary funding while joining a
rapidly-developing ecosystem.
In September 2021 Cardano released functional smart contracts.
The number of smart contracts (and assets locked within them)
has been increasing exponentially ever since; the high level
Marlowe DSL for financial operations combined with the lower
level Plutus language for general applications provides a range of
development options. This lowers the barrier to entry for new
comers, enticing new cryptocurrency entrepreneurs to develop
their smart contracts on the chain. The Vasil hardfork to be
released in June 2022 brings with it a multitude of Plutus features
including reference inputs (CIP33), inline datums (CIP32) and
reference scripts (CIP33). Kirkstone investigated many blockchains
and their associated smart contract systems and we believe
Cardano will dominate in the long-term.
Interoperability is a major priority for the Cardano developers. At
Kirkstone we believe that cross-chain compatibility is a must,
allowing Cardano to interact with traditional financial systems and
novel cryptocurrencies. Attesting to this, the Cardano Ethereum
bridge testnet created by Milkomeda and Nomad builds on the
existing Nervos-Cardano bridge. Emurgo (the commercial side of
Cardano) announced an investment in Fourier Labs – a company
which specifically provides interoperability solutions.
During the Voltaire era, governance protocols maintain the
sustainability and incentivise blockchain development by the
community itself. For example, a treasury function included within
the protocol allows the community to provide major input to
blockchain developments. The protocol allows developers to
propose a change which the community can vote on. Once a
proposal
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proposal is elected, the treasury protocol releases the required
funds for development.
The continued decentralisation of any blockchain is of crucial
importance for its usability and long-term sustainability. Cardano
staking pools, like others, are designed to reduce staking rewards
promoting continual decentralisation.
Solana and Cardano are often described as ‘Ethereum killers’,
however when comparing downtime between the two networks it is
clear that Cardano is more reliable. Solana has experienced seven
outages so far in 2022, one of which originating from a distributed
denial of service attack (DDOS). The ‘pull type protocol’ employed by
Cardano prevents resource consumption attacks such as DDOS by
limiting traffic that can enter the network based on downstream
resources. Furthermore, Solana touts a TPS as high as 50,000;
however the attacks in early 2022 pushed the TPS down to 7000,
significantly lower than advertised. With the deployment of Hydra in
June, Cardano can soar past Solana simply by deploying more
Hydra Heads. Crucially, Cardano will reach higher speeds without
the downtime experienced by Solana. Thus, speed is irrelevant if
the network is inoperable.
However, TPS as a lone metric is not a sufficient measure of
network speed or scalability, as the number of transactions
contained within a block and finality is also a major component.
Recently, Cardano developers increased the block size by 10%;
improving network performance and addressing a common
criticism. Hydra Heads (isomorphic off-chain mini ledgers) allow
parallel processing, merging with the main chain and enabling near
instant finality. Diffusion Pipelining improves propagation time by
enabling block transmission without full validation. This combined
with asynchronous validation will improve on-chain transaction
times even further. All of these measures combine to address all
facets of network speed and scalability, not just TPS.
Long term, Kirkstone believes through thorough research that
Cardano will be a leading blockchain with the Basho Era allowing
Cardano to be seen as the platform of choice.
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The Kirkstone ecosystem is a combination of 5 intrinsically linked marketplaces: Rental,
NFT, Real Estate Launchpad, Charity Launchpad and Erdos (our Kirkstone AirBnB/VRBO
competitor).

Rental

NFT Marketplace

Launchpad

Launchpad

Explore

Explore

Explore

Explore

Explore

Rental Market
Our first project on the roadmap will be implementing what we call the Kirkstone Rental
Model. A comparison between the KRM and a standard rental model is considered below.
Standard Rental Model
The standard rental model is expensive and outdated. Currently, landlords have three
common major costs: a mortgage, maintenance and inflation. Even with these costs,
landlords enjoy a considerable margin with student housing being the most profitable.
Typically yields vary between 7 and 12%; at Kirkstone we believe this is a huge injustice.
Long term, we aim to make landlords who exploit students and low income households a
thing of the past.
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Kirkstone Rental Model
Kirkstone will accept monthly payments in $KIRK from tenants. This, in combination with
no mortgage payments, will allow Kirkstone to offer reduced rent. By allowing the $KIRK in
our reserve to refill and appreciate in value, Kirkstone will maintain profitability without
financially impacting the tenant. Subsequently, the rental prices will be competitive and
priced regionally, which in turn will make Kirkstone properties fiscally attractive.

KRM

Additional
payments

Payment of
standard lower
rent in $KIRK

End

Tenant paid less
than standard rent

Yes

Yes

Rent

End

Tenant paid similar
to standard rent
BUT
Acquired Property
Equity NFTs

No

Convert
to $KIRK

Choose to
build property
equity

No

The tenants will have access to multiple functions that can be utilised during a contract
with Kirkstone, such as the deposit investment scheme and equity build up via NFTs.
Kirkstone will offer increased transparency to international students through the easily
verifiable transactions on the blockchain.
Deposit Investment Scheme
Kirkstone will provide a deposit investment service which will allow tenants to invest their
deposit in a range of investments depending on an individual's risk tolerance, from index
funds to liquidity pools and staking. All fiat investments will be managed off-chain (with
performance details made accessible) and crypto investments managed on-chain.
Constant smart contract development will be occurring to make the process as seamless
as possible.

Deposit Investment
Scheme
Deposit

Selection
of investment
type

End

Deposit returned
with gain or loss
from investment
including any
deductions for
damage

End

Deposit returned
(loss from inflation)
including any
deductions for
damage

Yes

Pay
deposit

Choose to
invest
deposit

No
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Bitcoin, USDT and Cardano will all be possible investment currencies. Stable coin staking
presents an excellent opportunity to retain the value of the tenants deposit. $DJED is a
stable coin to be released by COTI that we are considering implementing as a staking
option. An example of an available fiat investment will be the S&P 500 fund, which
generally returns around 7-9% every year.
It is important to note that tenants can lose money through the scheme and thus will have
to make up the original deposit at the end of the contract. Secondly, the tenants can
choose to divest from the scheme at any point, which will lock their profit or loss until the
end of the contract.
International Students
Another of the inconsistencies in the renting industry is how international students are
misled and mistreated. Kirkstone will rectify this by utilising smart contracts, international
representatives and working with universities/societies to provide high quality housing at
competitive prices.
Equity Build up via NFTs
One of the major disadvantages of renting is that the consumer is not building equity in
the property they are leasing. To solve this, tenants will have the option to build equity in
Kirkstone properties. Each year tenants will be able to acquire a set percentage by
increasing the amount of rent paid with the additional capital building equity. Therefore,
for the same rental amount, the KRM model allows a tenant to build equity in a property
compared with the standard rental model.

Service

Kirkstone Rental Standard Rental
Model
Model

Deposit investment
Property equity accumulation
Transparent cost/billing
Lower cost/billing
Payment method

$KIRK

Local Currency
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NFT Marketplaces

Property Equity NFTs

Mortgage NFTs

Development NFTs

House Resale NFTs

Explore

Explore

Explore

Explore

Kirkstone will generate a large number of high utility NFTs. In order to buy and sell these
NFTs effectively, we are developing the Kirkstone NFT marketplace. Initially, the Kirkstone
marketplace will be exclusive to Kirkstone NFTs; however, as the industry begins the largescale adoption of tokenized real estate assets, the company will accept third-party NFTs.
Companies wishing to list their native NFTs will be charged fees in $KIRK for the
marketplace service.

Property Equity NFTs
Property Equity NFTs will allow investors to acquire equity in
Kirkstone properties. Not only will the investor be entitled to
an equivalent percentage of the property's equity, the NFT will
also generate a corresponding operational profit. Kirkstone
will benefit from the inter-consumer selling of the NFTs which
is facilitated by the NFT marketplace. The 18 York Lane NFT
example shows the basic functionalities that all Kirkstone
property equity NFTs will provide.

Property Equity Model
Yes

Kirkstone
Property

Property
tokenized into
NFTs

NFTs sold on
marketplace

Payment of
standard lower
rent in $KIRK

Rent KRM model

No

Convert
to $KIRK

Repeats for
lifetime of NFT

Profits to
NFT holders

KRM
fee

Property
sold

Allocated
amount paid to
NFT holders

End
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Mortgage NFTs
Mortgage NFTs will provide Kirkstone customers the
opportunity to invest in innovative mortgage products, which
previously would have been out of reach to the low capital
investor. The 2 Barclays Road NFT example shows basic
example information and functionalities that are available with
our mortgage NFT products. In brief, this entitles the NFT
owner to a fraction of the profit made from interest payments
on a particular mortgage.

Mortgage Model

End
Fail

Kirkstone
Property

Buyer looking
for loan

Vetting
of buyer

Pass

Mortgage
amount tokenized
into NFTs

Legal
action

NFTs sold on
marketplace

Refund to
NFT holders

End

No

Repayments
made (with
interest)

Funds
allocated to
property

Repeats
for lifetime
of mortgage

Yes

Allocated
amount paid to
NFT holders

End

Construction Development NFTs
Kirkstone is ambitious. We aim to solve problems in all areas of the real estate market. In
the UK, 340,000 homes must be built every year until 2031 to meet the current and
future demand. Kirkstone will work with local communities, councils and consumers to
help meet this target.
Housing developments face a variety of challenges:
Raising the required capital without requiring loans or unnecessary partnerships
Ability to access low-capital investors
Local complaints
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Kirkstone aims to partially fund developments with
company funds and reward NFTs. This innovative
model will provide the necessary capital to complete
the project, while being able to reward investors with
their share of the profits. Housing developments of a
significant scale and profit margin are difficult to
invest in for low capital investors; meaning the
projects preserve the rich. Kirkstone's approach will
substantially reduce the amount of capital required
to enter the housing development industry.
Local complaints and objections can derail any housing development project. Kirkstone
will have a 'local fund policy', which will provide residents with the capability to invest in
their community and share in the profits. We will work closely with communities to
understand their needs before committing to a project.

Construction Model
Smart contract
refunds any
NFT buyers

End

Funding
not achieved

Kirkstone
proposes
plans

Required
capital
tokenized
into NFTs

NFTs
allocated to
local fund

NFTs sold on
marketplace

Construction
phase
Funding
achieved

Property
sold

Allocated
amount paid to
NFT holders

End

House Resale NFTs
When we sell a Kirkstone property, we will implement our tokenized house resale model.
In this model, Kirkstone and the Ashby Homeless Foundation will receive a set percentage
of each sale for a given number of sales. To incentivise initial buyers, we will offer 1% of
the house's sale value (valid for 3 sales).
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All Kirkstone NFTs will be tradable. Therefore, as the Kirkstone economy matures, the
decentralised market will price individual NFT products as shown.
15min

1h

1d

AMOUNT

PRICE PER NFT

5

207

1

1w

PRICE

VOLUME

ACTION

AMOUNT

PRICE PER NFT

TOTAL

ACTION

1035

SELL

3

1002

3006

BUY

220.5

220.5

SELL

1

1200

1200

BUY

2

212.1

424.2

SELL

25

950.5

23762.5

BUY

1

230

230

SELL

8

970

7766.4

BUY

10

208.25

2082.5

SELL

15

1000.7

15010.5

BUY

TOTAL

Real Estate Launchpad
Kirkstone assessed that the future of the real estate industry, amongst many others, will
be heavily linked to the development of innovative cryptocurrency projects. Since we are
among the first to link the industries, we want to facilitate continuous innovation; hence
Kirkstone will develop a real estate launchpad. This will give Kirkstone a 'first mover
advantage' so as the cryptocurrency real estate market grows, Kirkstone will be a market
leader. Kirkstone will vet any project that applies to be involved with the Launchpad;
ensuring trust in the Kirkstone brand and associated projects.

Charity Launchpad
Community and charity are pillars of Kirkstone's ethos, therefore we will create a
charitable token Launchpad in addition to our main real estate Launchpad. This will only
be available to vetted cryptocurrency projects, which are either a solely charitable token
or have a large charitable component. Kirkstone will not profit from this enterprise and
long term, we hope the Kirkstone brand becomes synonymous with charity.
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Erdos
The Vacation Model will allow consumers to rent temporary accommodation via the $KIRK
token.

Erdos Model - Kirkstone Property
Yes

Kirkstone
Property

Property
tokenized into
NFTs

Payment of
lower vacation
rent in $KIRK

Rent vacation
model

NFTs sold on
marketplace

No

Convert
to $KIRK

Repeats for
lifetime of NFT

Annual
profits to
NFT holders

Allocated
amount paid to
NFT holders

Property
sold

End

Initially Erdos will be limited to outside semester time, as the model will be tested in
Kirkstone's student lettings. Student tenants will directly benefit from this testing
programme as a percentage of the profits will be shared with them. For example, most
students do not stay at their university accommodation during the summer months.
Subsequently, between July and mid September, students are paying for housing which is
not being utilised to its full potential. By enabling vacation accommodation, Kirkstone will
allow tenants to unlock an asset which they are already funding.

Erdos Model - External Property
End

Erdos Model
selected by
home owner

End

Fail

Fail

Vetting
of property

Vetting
of owner /
landlord

Pass

Lower
Erdos fee

Yes

Pass

Payment of
lower vacation
rent in $KIRK

No

Convert
to $KIRK

Review of
owner /
property

Higher
Erdos fee

End

Repeats for as long
as contractual agreement
with owner

Following this initial phase, Kirkstone will open the platform to the public. There will be
increased benefits for early adopters of the services, potentially including lower fees and
greater staking rewards. Long-term we will rival classic vacation letting services such as
AirBnB and VRBO.
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Extras
Kirkstone DApp

Usability and simplicity are crucial, therefore we will develop a decentralised application
(DApp) which enables access and provides all the functionality of the Kirkstone
ecosystem.
Global Expansion

Kirkstone's first property investments will be in
the UK with investors from all over the globe due
to cryptocurrency's decentralised nature. Longterm we aim to have a presence in all continents.
Expansion is crucial to increase transaction
volume and facilitate real estate construction.
Kirkstone will maintain its charitable aspect in
every country it operates in; investing in the
country and the community.
Kirkstone Services

We will offer a consultancy service to pivot traditional landlords to tokenization. In
addition to this, Kirkstone will provide technical support to real estate projects; for
example, smart contract implementation to increase renter's security.
NFT Graphics Generation

Kirkstone will not generate its own graphics for any of the NFTs used in the tokenization
of our real estate projects. Our community is key to our project being successful, so we
will seek to reward and give back wherever possible. Kirkstone will host numerous NFT
competitions, the winners of these competitions will be rewarded with either an
immediate $KIRK lump-sum or passive income NFT.
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RENTING

MARKETPLACE

Vacation rent
Payments
Property
Equity NFTs

Initial sale
of NFTs

Erdos

Rent + Utility
Payments

STAKING

Trading
of NFTs

Property
Equity NFTs

KRM

Deposit
Investment

Staking
Pools

Staking for
Rewards

$KIRK
UTILITY

Mortgage
NFTs

Initial sale
of NFTs

Trading
of NFTs
Staking for
Rewards

Construction
NFTs

Launchpad

Resale
Model NFTs

Sales of
Tokens
Trading of
Tokens

Trading
of NFTs

Initial sale
of NFTs

Trading
of NFTs
Initial sale
of NFTs
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Website Launch
Develop initial
website features for
complete user
interaction

Litepaper Release

Ashby Foundation
Initial Launch

Whitepaper
Release

Release social media
channels for Ashby and
release preliminary
plans and structure

Clearly outline how the
project will operate to
achieve the Kirkstone
goals

Begin Seed Round

Begin Private
Round

First Property
Leased

Staking
Opportunities

Select investors will
have the opportunity to
invest in $KIRK

The first Kirkstone
owned property to be
leased with the $KIRK
cryptocurrency model

Offer $KIRK Staking
Pools, to entice long
term holders

Deposits Scheme
Developments

First Donation to
Ashby Charitable
Foundation

Begin Public
Round

Initial seed round to
take place on a
Launchpad that will
enable the company to
grow through initial
funding

NFT Smart
Contract
Development
Continue
implementation of the
necessary on chain
smart contracts

Outline Kirkstone plans
and introduce the
Kirkstone team and
mission statement

Implement Deposit
Investment protocol,
ready for next tenant
contracts

Kirkstone will complete
the first of many
donations to the Ashby
Foundation

Opens $KIRK to public
sale in which everyone
will be able to
participate
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Erdos Development
and Trial Phase
Validate the vacation
model in the current
tenants contracts

Green Initiative to
Existing Properties
Establish green
initiatives to current and
future Kirkstone
properties

Ashby Foundation Full
Launch
Rollout full launch of the
Ashby Homeless
Foundation

Exchange
List $KIRK on centralised
and decentralised
exchanges (CEXs/DEXs)

Kirkstone DApp
Develop Kirkstone DApp
to enhance the Kirkstone
ecosystem experience

Implementation of
Erdos
With multiple out-ofcompany properties
being represented

Property Based
Launchpad
Realise Property Based
exchange to access
other global markets

Charity Based
Launchpad
Only available to
projects that prove they
have a charity element

V3 Website Update
Implement Major website
update in preparation for
future developments

First Renters Into
Smart Contract
Deposit Scheme
Whole Tenant contract
cover by smart contract
agreement

NFT Marketplace
The Kirkstone NFT
marketplace will be
crucial for the next
phase of the companies
development

Smart Contract
Escrow Development
Streamlining and
simplification of the
escrow process

NFT Investment
A way for our community
to invest in Kirkstone
properties

NFT Housing
Development
The first Kirkstone
building development
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Token Allocation
Advisors, 4%

Reserve, 45%

Team, 5%
Marketing, 9%
Liquidity, 3%
Listing, 5%
Public, 5%
Private, 10%

90% towards Kirkstone
Ecosystem Growth

Homeless, 10%

Seed, 4%

1.6B
Seed
Initial funding round through Launchpads (to be confirmed) that will allow early Kirkstone
supporters to invest at a lower price. Seed funding will provide the foundation for the
Kirkstone Ecosystem to continue to be developed.
Private
Private sale will be held after the seeding round, allowing for partnerships to be created
with investors to utilise their expertise. Our partners will be carefully selected, only
engaging with those that offer the required support and share the same ethos. Details on
this round will be fully transparent, like all elements of the Kirkstone system to give our
other investors full confidence in Kirkstone.
Public
The public sale again will allow Kirkstone supporters to further invest at a low price.
Details on pricing will be confirmed before this funding round. This sale will be partially
executed via ISPOs.
Listing
This token allocation is to provide a sufficient amount of $KIRK upon launch onto an
exchange. The funds raised from the divesting will go to expanding Kirkstone.
Liquidity
This token allocation will be solely for the purpose of developing the Kirkstone Ecosystem.
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Marketing
This allocation will be used to grow the Kirkstone brand as well as providing giveaways,
airdrops and other loyalty benefits to the Kirkstone supporters.
Team
As the Kirkstone operation grows we will be seeking team members with great expertise
in their respective fields. This allocation will be used to develop the Kirkstone team in
terms of personnel and knowledge.
Advisors
This will consist of growing and developing our team by gaining additional knowledge
through training programmes and technical experts. We will also lean on technical
experts' knowledge within the real estate and crypto world to fully optimise and continue
expansion of the Kirkstone Ecosystem.
Reserve
Staking tokens will be provided within the reserve allocation to allow sufficient and
generous rewards to investors who hold $KIRK. The function of the additional tokens is to
allow the growth of the business and thus, will be completely allocated to growth of the
Kirkstone Ecosystem.
Kirkstone Treasury
The Kirkstone treasury can be imagined
as a tank with a valve downstream
adjusting the outflow. We will use a
simple mass balance for this analogy.
IN - OUT = ACCUMULATION

The level in the treasury will essentially be
funded via revenue from the Kirkstone
Ecosystem. This model is designed to
provide stability and a fail safe to the
project and its operations.
WHEN IN > OUT
WHEN OUT > IN

This is a scenario in which Kirkstone
expenditure is greater than that of the
Ecosystem's revenue. This will be when
there is a large cost (via property
acquisition for example) to Kirkstone.
This is why controlling the level in the
treasury will be essential.

Once the Kirkstone Ecosystem is thriving,
a percentage of the $KIRK acquired from
our token utility will surpass the amount
of tokens being vested - the level of the
tank will increase. At this point staking
rewards to $KIRK holders will be
increased and tokens will be vested in line
with future needs.
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Homeless
The Ashby Charitable Foundation will receive this token allocation throughout its vesting
period. The Charity will operate to make a difference to the lives of homeless people
across the globe.

Vesting Structure
The 1.6 billion $KIRK will be vested as shown below. The numbers in the table represent
the percentage of KIRK released for each token allocation.
Time after TGE

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Category

KIRK

Total Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Seed

64M

4%

0.1 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Private

160M

10%

0.5 2.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Public

80M

5%

2.8 2.2

Listing

80M

5%

Liquidity

48M

3%

Marketing 144M

9%

0

1

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.4 1.8 0.8

1.8 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.2

Team

80M

5%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.2 1.2 1.5 1.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Advisor

64M

4%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.2 0.9 1.5 0.4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reserve

720M

45%

0.2 0.6 1.8 1.7 1.1 3.7 3.7 5.6 3.4 3.2 1.7 2.8 3.7 3.2 2.7 2.2 1.7 1.1 0.7 0.2

Homeless 160M

10%

0.5 0.9 2.4

Total

3

3.2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9.5 9.4 8.9 8.3 7.9 7.3 6.8 6.3 5.8 5.3 4.7 4.3 3.7 3.2 2.7 2.2 1.7 1.1 0.7 0.2

100
SEED
PRIVATE

75

PUBLIC
LISTING
LIQUIDITY

50

MARKETING
TEAM
ADVISORS

25

RESERVE
HOMELESS

0

0

6

12

18

24

30

36

42

48

54

60

Time period - months
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Philosophy & Structure
Ashby will be registered as a Charitable Incorporated
Organisation (CIO), with transactions on the blockchain,
strategically placed to make a significant impact on
homelessness through the ‘House First’ model as
opposed to the traditional ‘Steps to Rehabilitation’.
A Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO) is the
structure specifically set up to enable charities to
operate
current effectively.
charities.
In the past, the more conventional way of combating homelessness has been to set
people on a ‘path of rehabilitation’. The common outdated steps are listed below.

1

HOMELESSNESS
The person is homeless and in need
of support.

2
COMMON
PROPOSED
HOMELESS
SOLUTION

RECEPTION STAGE
The best possible programme is
selected on an individual basis.

3
4
5

SHARED HOUSING

The people stay in shared accommodation
while starting the selected programme.

TIME LIMITED HOUSING
This typically comes with conditions
that the person must meet.

REGULAR HOUSING
The person is now financially
independent and paying rent.

One major problem with this model is the amount of time it takes for the person to
become fully independent from the charity. This only prolongs the process and creates a
back-log
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backlog of people that require this type of help and support. Finland has been taking a
different approach to the problem through the Housing First protocol. This allows the
person to live in a house (provided by the state) and become an economically contributing
member of society. Though this solution seems radical, it is clear that housing the
homeless provides more support to the economy in comparison to the traditional step
ladder approach.
Utilising a blockchain will ensure donations are transparent and traceable at all points.
Kirkstone assess this will be a big step towards trust being restored in charities across the
globe. There is also the potential for smart contracts to govern Ashby’s philanthropy;
transitioning it to a decentralised autonomous organisation (DAO) providing a 100%
guarantee that capital is used as advertised. Adoption of new technology, combined with
most charities' lack of transparency and technological awareness are why Kirkstone will be
helping to create and donate to Ashby over other charities.

Ashby Operations
The charity will initially operate with three Kirkstone selected trustees to develop the
Ashby model and ethos. Kirkstone will play an advisory role from this point onwards to
ensure the interests of Ashby are paramount.
Ashby employees will be paid the market rate in wages to ensure that the charity
continuously improves, innovates and delivers against its objectives. Ashby will
accumulate reserves for 3-9 months after launch, allowing time to implement and develop
the detailed strategic plan to ensure the long term success of the charity. The strategic
plan will be developed via Kirkstone consulting and specialist outside counsel.

02

Strategic planning

04

Ashby will bring in specialist
consultancy to clearly outline the
steps required to achieve the long
term goals of the CIO.

01

Registration and
trustee selection

Ashby will be registered as a
Charitable Incorporated
Organisation (CIO) and will
elect three trustees initially.

03

Marketing and
grant funding

06

Ashby will begin to acquire
donations from external
sources such as charity
marketplaces and government
grants/funding.

Sheltering and
education

The first houses for the
homeless to be acquired in
addition to educational
programmes being
implemented to ensure people
do not become dependent on
Ashby.

05

Convert from a CIO
to a DAO

This will allow for a much
more transparent and less
biased approach to operating
the charity.

Create Ashby
marketplace

This should be in line with the
development of the Kirkstone
marketplace. Allowing homeless
charities to support one another on
the blockchain.

07

Expand globally and
potentially convert to
an AIDAO

Expansion globally should again
be enabled by the Kirkstone
roadmap. Convert AIDAO to
further transparency if the
reliable technology is in place.
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A provisional roadmap for Ashby has been set out above. Step 2 will be crucial to getting
an understanding of the progression of the timeline. At this point, a much more detailed
roadmap will be set out to give donors more clarity on the charity’s journey.
Fundamentally, as Kirkstone begins to flourish Ashby will follow a similar direction as
donations increase. It is crucial for a charity to become more self-sustaining (i.e. relying
less on donations). Kirkstone will offer an advisory role to the strategic planning to enable
the charity to become fully sustainable on the blockchain and among the other homeless
charities.
Kirkstone will be a large donor of Ashby and will initially startup and leave the charity
under the stewardship of carefully selected trustees. Kirkstone will provide support in any
way to Ashby throughout its journey but Ashby Charitable Foundation will be a separate
entity to Kirkstone.

Current Homeless UK Charities
There are a number of large and established homeless charities within the UK. The table
below gives a representation of the total income of the homeless charities and analysis of
the origin of the income and how it is being spent. The most interesting statistic that we
found when accumulating this data was the percentage of net income that were
donations. We believe this value should be as low as possible, as it represents
sustainability and longevity of the charity’s mission.
In total, the charities below have received around 400 government contracts and around
225 government grants in 2020. Evidently this is one of the primary sources of income for
these charities. Though Ashby will also commit significant resources to bid for these
government contracts/grants, Ashby will partner with Kirkstone to secure more revenue
streams through the property market.
Charity

Employees

No. >£60K

Total income

Net Income

Percentage
donations

Change, Grow,
Live

4057

97

£220.1m

£6.29m

0.2%

Salvation Army

2626

18

£172.7m

£10.52m

12.3%

St Mungo

1595

33

£123.2

-£1.14

13.2%

Shelter

1335

27

£72.9m

£1.31m

64%

Crisis

644

14

£63.4m

£9.45m

82.8

Though they differ in personnel and the story they are telling, all of the charities reviewed
have the same goal of ending homelessness. Despite not seeing eye-to-eye on
transparency throughout our organisations, Ashby will look for support and partnership
with these established companies to achieve our mutual targets.
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The Future of Ashby
Once the framework is in place there would be no need for a centralised corporate
structure (trustees) as the smart contracts would create a DAO capable of selfgovernance. This technology does have problems to be resolved before it can be utilised most importantly the smart contracts will need accurate information to act off. The
obvious resolution would be to rely on a network of trustees to filter the information
through. This may seem to defeat the purpose, but in reality the trustees would have
reduced control and function purely to input data.
An AIDAO could potentially remove the need for trustees altogether. An AIDAO consists of
a combination of humans (who make decisions based on a mixture of rational and
emotional decisions) and AIs (with whom they interact). The AI can affect the distribution
of the charity's cash to achieve the desired outcomes. This technology does have some
way to go however, and will most likely require a social shift in AI trust to be implemented
successfully.
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Kirkstone is a team of graduates combined with experienced real estate and
cryptocurrency professionals.
Cameron - CEO
He holds a Master's in Engineering with a specialty in dynamic
modelling. Cameron has 4 years of experience in software engineering.
He was responsible for designing multiple high fidelity responsive
models for a variety of institutions. He most recently provided business
analysis for a FTSE 250 company.
William - COO
He obtained a Master's degree in Engineering with a specialty in
operational management. William has 4 years experience in
mathematical modelling and end-to-end software optimisation. He has
a vast array of experience in developing projects from start to finish.
Joshua - Head of Marketing
Currently working towards a Master's in Strategic Marketing following a
Bachelor's degree in International Business. Joshua has 6 years
experience in the marketing world working in agencies, a FTSE 100
company and more recently a global technology firm.
Joe - Head of Innovation
Holds a Masters degree in engineering specialising in entrepreneurship
and innovation, Joe has pioneered R&D in world-leading process
industry and a successful Oxford University spin-out company centred
on novel monitoring of complex systems. He is Six Sigma qualified, has
consulted with major blue-chip companies in a variety of fields and
spearheaded projects with governmental bodies such as the British
MoD and US FDA.
Gemma - Head of Business Development
Gemma has experience developing social media communities and
teams. She has a number of years of high pressure management
experience. She is tenacious, industrious and relentless which makes
her a perfect fit to the Kirkstone team. Gemma is also extremely
personable and will take lead developing new Kirkstone partnerships.
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Jason – Strategy Consultant
Jason is the elder statesman of this very talented group of young
entrepreneurs. Jason has amassed significant experience in the public
and private housing sectors and has delivered business development,
transformation and change at the C-Suite level. Qualified in Strategic
Studies and a current practitioner at this level, he brings regional,
international and global credibility to Kirkstone.
James – Cryptocurrency Operations Consultant
James is a highly experienced in the cryptocurrency realm and has been
involved in the space since near its conception. Throughout his career,
James has embraced technology change at multiple junctures. James
brings a wealth of experience to Kirkstone, he has a total of 20 years’
experience in project management and leadership, on top of the
aforementioned cryptocurrency experience.
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Kirkstone Values
Embrace Innovation
If you are not getting better you are getting worse. This is a statement that resonates
throughout the company. We will take an open-minded approach into every avenue,
questioning the status-quo and making bold decisions to further grow our community
and our reach. Kirkstone encourages creativity and ideas when challenging traditional
issues.
Openness and Transparency
Our goal is to build a thriving community to make a significant impact in the housing
market. We believe this can only be done by being completely honest and straightforward with you. This will be achieved through very regular communication via social
media. We will keep the community updated with company progress through roadmap
updates as well as quick responses to any concerns our community may have.
Compassionate and Understanding
Understanding the challenges that face those less fortunate than ourselves, is critical for
what we want to achieve in the future. This statement is put into action by our
commitment to provide significantly lower cost rental housing and offer substantial
funding to homelessness prevention causes.
Results Driven and Data Oriented
With any aspiration execution is key. Kirkstone will utilise enormous amounts of internal
and external data about the market and company to continually improve and develop.
Through this company environment of continuous improvement, we will deliver to
revolutionise the housing market.
Unafraid To Disagree
At Kirkstone, we are not afraid to question what we plan to do and how we plan to do it.
Through disagreement innovation is able to thrive. We will be a very fluid company in how
we operate, but we will always thrive to meet our goals. We aim for a respectful culture,
where once a decision has been made everyone can pull in unison towards the common
goal.
Obsessively Competitive
Business is fundamentally competitive. Any one company either stands to make money or
lose money. At Kirkstone, we are driven to be the best. As a company we have a passion
to succeed. Through tireless effort and continuous improvement this project will change
the rental market.
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***********************TERMS & DISCLAIMER*********************
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS "TERMS & DISCLAIMER" SECTION CAREFULLY. NOTHING HEREIN
CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN
LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN
CONNECTION HEREWITH. NEITHER KIRKSTONE ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED (THE COMPANY), ANY OF
THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS (THE KIRKSTONE TEAM) WHO HAVE WORKED ON KIRKSTONE (AS DEFINED
HEREIN) OR PROJECT TO DEVELOP KIRKSTONE IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER, ANY DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF
THE KIRKSTONE NATIVE TOKENS (THE DISTRIBUTOR), NOR ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR
ANY KIND OF DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER IN
CONNECTION WITH ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE AT HTTPS://KIRKSTONE.IO/ (THE
WEBSITE) OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY THE COMPANY.

INTRODUCTION

THE INFORMATION PROVIDED BY KIRKSTONE ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED (“WE,” “US” OR “OUR”) ON
THIS WHITEPAPER (THE “KIRKSTONE WHITEPAPER”) IS FOR GENERAL INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY.
THE INFORMATION IN THIS WHITEPAPER IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR UPDATE AND SHOULD NOT BE
CONSTRUED AS A COMMITMENT, PROMISE OR GUARANTEE. ALL INFORMATION ON THE WHITEPAPER IS
PROVIDED IN GOOD FAITH, HOWEVER WE MAKE NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING THE ACCURACY, ADEQUACY, VALIDITY, RELIABILITY, AVAILABILITY OR
COMPLETENESS OF ANY INFORMATION ON THE WHITEPAPER. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCE SHALL WE
HAVE ANY LIABILITY TO YOU FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE OF ANY KIND INCURRED AS A RESULT OF THE
USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR RELIANCE ON ANY INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THE WHITEPAPER. YOUR USE
OF THIS WHITEPAPER AND YOUR RELIANCE ON ANY INFORMATION IN THIS WHITEPAPER IS SOLELY AT
YOUR OWN RISK.

EXTERNAL LINKS DISCLAIMER

THE WHITEPAPER MAY CONTAIN LINKS TO OTHER WEBSITES OR CONTENT BELONGING TO OR
ORIGINATING FROM THIRD PARTIES OR LINKS TO WEBSITES AND FEATURES IN BANNERS OR OTHER
ADVERTISING. SUCH EXTERNAL LINKS ARE NOT INVESTIGATED, MONITORED, OR CHECKED FOR
ACCURACY, ADEQUACY, VALIDITY, RELIABILITY, AVAILABILITY OR COMPLETENESS BY US.
WE DO NOT WARRANT, ENDORSE, GUARANTEE, OR ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY OR
RELIABILITY OF ANY INFORMATION OFFERED BY THIRD-PARTY WEBSITES LINKED THROUGH THE SITE OR
ANY WEBSITE OR FEATURE LINKED IN ANY BANNER OR OTHER ADVERTISING. WE WILL NOT BE A PARTY
TO OR IN ANY WAY BE RESPONSIBLE FOR MONITORING ANY TRANSACTION BETWEEN YOU AND THIRDPARTY PROVIDERS OF PRODUCTS OR SERVICES.

PROFESSIONAL DISCLAIMER

THE WHITEPAPER CANNOT AND DOES NOT CONTAIN FINANCIAL ADVICE. THE FINANCIAL INFORMATION
IS PROVIDED FOR GENERAL INFORMATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT A
SUBSTITUTE FOR PROFESSIONAL ADVICE. ACCORDINGLY, BEFORE TAKING ANY ACTIONS BASED UPON
SUCH INFORMATION, WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO CONSULT WITH THE APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONALS. WE
DO NOT PROVIDE ANY KIND OF FINANCIAL ADVICE. THE USE OR RELIANCE OF ANY INFORMATION
CONTAINED ON THIS WHITEPAPER IS SOLELY AT YOUR OWN RISK.
THE WHITEPAPER DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER OR SOLICITATION TO SELL SHARES OR SECURITIES.
IT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE OR FORM PART OF AND SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED AS ANY OFFER FOR
SALE OR SUBSCRIPTION OF OR ANY INVITATION TO BUY OR SUBSCRIBE FOR ANY SECURITIES NOT
SHOULD IT OR ANY PART OF IT FORM THE BASIS OF OR BE RELIED UPON IN ANY CONNECTION WITH ANY
CONTRACT OR COMMITMENT WHATSOEVER. KIRKSTONE ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED EXPRESSLY
DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY DIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS OR DAMAGE OF
ANY KIND WHATSOEVER ARISING DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY FROM RELIANCE ON ANY INFORMATION
CONTAINED IN THE WHITEPAPER, ANY ERROR, OMISSION OR INACCURACY IN ANY SUCH INFORMATION
OR ANY ACTION RESULTING THEREFROM.
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